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statement of purpose

The purpose of this exhibition, LilyMayMac: How To Become Insta-famous, is to examine 
the technocultural phenomenon of selfies as it pertains to new ideas of fame, with a focus 
on one Instagram celebrity – @LilyMayMac. LilyMayMac, or Lily Macapinlac, is a 21 year 
old Australian woman who, in July 2012, began posting images and videos of her life on 
Instagram. By February 2016, she had amassed 1.3 million Instagram followers and was 
receiving offers for modeling contracts in Los Angeles, stipends for promotional material 
on social media, publications and expositions in local newspapers, marriage offers, and hate 
mail. Her progression, in 4 years, and in a series of social media publications, from 17 year 
old university student to 21 year old internet phenomenon, serves to document the process 
of becoming a celebrity in the 21st century and examine issues of gender conformity, social 
consumption, self-objectification, and microcelebrity. What happens when the mundane 
becomes celebrated? How do the newly celebrated adjust their content to fame? What happens 
when the personal becomes commodified and commodities become personal? What does it 
mean to be famous in 2016? How To Become Insta-famous reveals and addresses these 
issues and more with an analytical eye, looking particularly at how fame, cultural power 

norms, and content coalesce in the new celebrity of the 21st century.

for its ubiquity, reach, and continued relevance in the digital era,

MOMA, NY, NY



exhibition checklist

STEP 01: 
WE DON’T WANT TO SEE WHAT YOU’RE SEEING, WE WANT TO SEE YOU!

“April 22, 2012”
“May 12, 2013”
“July 10, 2014”

STEP 02: 
65K, FAN ART, AND SELF-OBJECTIFICATION

“March 3, 2015”
“June 21, 2015”
“July 9, 2015”

“August 1, 2015”

STEP 03: 
MASS EXPOSURE + BRANDING = TRANSCENDENCE

“January 8, 2016”
“February 11, 2016”
“February 12, 2016” 



exhibition map

the white room
prefame

the blue room
rise

the gold room
transcendence



exhibition text

INTRO

Instagram fame is marked by a decontextualized array of imagery for the perusal and approval 
of a wide audience. Approval is often granted and gained by publishing content that fulfills 
or incites the dreams and imaginations of popular culture, within the boundaries of what is 
acceptable in popular culture. That means publishing content that displays wealth, sexuality, 
aesthetic beauty, and/or environmental beauty. A proper combination of these to a sufficient 
degree results in varying degrees of internet fame. But what is internet fame, and how does it 

come about? Here it is essentialized into three stages, for the wannabe famous:
PREFAME, THE RISE OF A FANBASE, AND WORLD DOMINATION

Fame in the 21st century sense is very much related - they’re cousins, perhaps - to modern 
or traditional notions of fame. There’s the disconnect, the ephemerality, the deification, the 
continuous income, the embodiment of the goals of the people. But with traditional fame, 
some people are born into it, some achieve it over years through some combination of some 
form of work, connections, and quality. The Instagram celebrity fits none of these qualifiers. 
The Instagram celebrity achieves almost instantaneous, exponential growth in fame, achieved 
through publishing digital content, digital imagery. The Instagram celebrity is less privileged 
than the traditional celebrity; the Instagram celebrity is the common person - the common 
person given agency. It begs the question then, how do the newly famous deal with their 

newfound fame? How does their reliance on content affect their content? 

The following series of images and quotes follows the life of one Lily Macapinlac, an 
Australian woman in her twenties, as she moves from obscurity to celebrity, from 100 to 
1.3 million followers in 4 years. Various changes occur - but most evident are more selfies , 
more glamour, and more self-objectification. Her fame grows, but so does her reliance on 

socially established notions of female beauty.



exhibition text

STEP 01: 
WE DON’T WANT TO SEE WHAT YOU’RE SEEING, WE WANT TO SEE YOU!

This era, from 2012-2014, is marked by mundane, stock-edited photography. The subject is 
external - the environment - but ir progresses toward images of the self.



exhibition text

“But how hard is it to cultivate Internet fame? And can’t anyone, with the right methodology, 
apps, and filters, achieve a comparable level of notoriety?”  

- Justine Hardman, ELLE Magazine



exhibition checklist

“April 22, 2012”
Lily Macapinlac
iPhone photography print
36”x36”
source: Instagram

“Hello boracay”

STEP 01: 
WE DON’T WANT TO SEE 
WHAT YOU’RE SEEING, 
WE WANT TO SEE YOU!



exhibition text

“I miss flying #phils2012” 

– LilyMayMac, October 2012



exhibition text

“Chill day” 

– LilyMayMac, October 2013



exhibition checklist

“May 12, 2013”
Lily Macapinlac
iPhone photography print
36”x36”
source: Instagram

“Study cookies”

STEP 01: 
WE DON’T WANT TO SEE 
WHAT YOU’RE SEEING, 
WE WANT TO SEE YOU!



exhibition text

“I’ve learned that the selfie is one of the most popular ways to post — and garner the most 
likes from followers. ” 

- James Franco, actor



exhibition text

“Sushi!!!!!” 

– LilyMayMac, December 2014



exhibition checklist

“June 10, 2014”
Lily Macapinlac
iPhone photography print
36”x36”
source: Instagram

“Yung leeeeezy”

STEP 01: 
WE DON’T WANT TO SEE 
WHAT YOU’RE SEEING, 
WE WANT TO SEE YOU!



exhibition text

“A well-stocked collection of selfies seems to get attention. And attention seems to be the 
name of the game when it comes to social networking. In this age of too much information 
at a click of a button, the power to attract viewers amid the sea of things to read and watch 

is power indeed.” 

- James Franco, actor



exhibition text

STEP 02: 
65K, FAN ART, AND SELF-OBJECTIFICATION

2015 marked rapid change in Lily’s life. Her gradual transition to selfies from late 2014 
onwards exposed her face to a wider audience and thus quickly gained her notoriety as 
admirers lined up to give approval for her beauty. Her self-protrayal changes as well - from 
the freewheeling, semi-androgynous “June 10, 2014” to the feminine and seductive “July 9, 
2016.” Later on, she moves toward images of her body, another admired quality of hers, and 
she begins to develop a strong fanbase, one who showers her with fan art. She suddenly also 
seems to amass wealth, her photos from 2014-2015 notable for the transition from generally 

accessible to high end designer goods.



exhibition text

“Thankyou for 65k :-)” 

– Lily May Mac, April 2015



exhibition checklist

“March 3, 2015”
Lily Macapinlac
iPhone photography print
36”x36”
source: Instagram

“Thankyou for 65k :-)”

STEP 02: 
65K
FANART
MORE SELFIES!!!!



exhibition text

“Got this shirt from Zara kids ;-) #petiteproblems” 

– LilyMayMac, April 2015



exhibition text

“Fav lipstick at the moment is TWIG by MAC. On a site note – I don’t get lip fillers! Ever 
since I got braces my lips have tripled in size.” 

– LilyMayMac, October 2015



exhibition checklist

“June 21, 2015”
Lily Macapinlac
iPhone photography print
36”x36”
source: Instagram

“Cheers to the long weekend 
#ootd #aaselfie”

STEP 02: 
65K
FANART
MORE SELFIES!!!!



exhibition text

“So in love with my new Versace gold studs #earrings” 

- LilyMayMac, November 2015



exhibition text

“2015 fleW by & the next couple of years are going to fly even faster. I felt like this is the 
year I grew up the most. Moved ouot of home to live in the city & travelled to 6 different 
countries.  It’s hard to believe I used to be very insecure & self-loathing but believe it or 
not Instagram has taught me to be more apathetic to negative people/pressure. Cos why 
should you let people who don’t even matter to you to let you down? (Please don’t even 
waste your time with them!) Thanks to all of you for the never ending support. I hope I can 
give you the confidence you all give me! 2016 is going to be a bigger and better year I can 

feel it  happy new year!” 

– LilyMayMac, December 2016



exhibition checklist

“July 9, 2015”
Lily Macapinlac
iPhone photography print
36”x36”
source: Instagram

“Sydney was blessed with beautiful weather this 
weekend #roadtrip (also YAY FOR 300K)

STEP 02: 
65K
FANART
MORE SELFIES!!!!



exhibition text

“I was addicted to what others thought of me, simply because it was so readily available,” 
she wrote. “I was severely addicted. I believed how many likes and followers I had correlated 
to how many people liked me. I didn’t even see it happening, but social media had become 

my sole identity. I didn’t even know what I was without it.” 

– Essena O’Neill, Instagram celebrity, 500k followers, November 2015



exhibition checklist

“August 1, 2015”
Lily Macapinlac
iPhone photography print
36”x36”
source: Instagram

“This is amazing :-) there’s so much talen I’m 
seeing on my tagged pics! Thanks so much for 
all the fan art”

STEP 02: 
65K
FANART
MORE SELFIES!!!!



exhibition text

“This time last year, 21-year-old Lily May Mac, as she is known on Instagram, had 1000 
followers. Now, she’s got 860,000 and counting.” 

– Hannah Francis, Australia Times, November 2015



exhibition text

STEP 03: 
MASS EXPOSURE + BRANDING = TRANSCENDENCE

By 2016, Lily has amassed 1.3 million followers. Her fame is full-blown - she receives constant 
offers to promote products in her images. The glamour in her photos increases, her selfies are 
more refined or better curated, and she receives hateful comments. The latter comes about 
as a result of an immensely famous Korean popstar, Chanyeong, following her on Instagram  
unsolicited in early 2016. This leads to publication in the Daily Mail, and other mainstream 

newspapers.



exhibition text

“A small UK streetwear brand sent me a shirt. I said yes — who would turn down a free 
shirt? — and that’s how it all started.” 

– LilyMayMac, November 2015



exhibition checklist

“January 8, 2016”
Lily Macapinlac
iPhone photography print
36”x36”
source: Instagram

“black x gold @bondisands #bondisands”

STEP 03:
MASS EXPOSURE
+ BRANDING
= TRANSCENDENCE



exhibition text

“Fans of EXO, who are referred to as EXO-L, started calling the young woman a ‘b****’ 
and telling her she was ugly and disgusting. Others accused her of lying about not getting 

plastic surgery, called her ‘fake’.” 

- Laura House and Lauren Ingram, Daily Mail Australia



exhibition checklist

“February 12, 2016”
Lily Macapinlac
iPhone photography print
36”x36”
source: Instagram

“I’ve been using @naamarganoil for my hair 
cos I heard it’s better than rosehip oils. This 
Argan oil is hand pressed from morroco & it’s 
very good for smoothing/shining dry ends like 
mine! Unfortunately it’s not sold in AUS, but 
it’s worth the 2 week wait!”

STEP 03:
MASS EXPOSURE
+ BRANDING
= TRANSCENDENCE



exhibition text

“Fuck you. Fuck you. Fuck you Lily.” “theres like tons of trannies out there who like like this 
tranny” “LEAVE CHANYEONG ALONE!!!”

 – anonymous Instagram comments, February 2016



exhibition text

“Was paid $400 to post a dress. That’s when I had maybe 150k followers, with half a million 
followers, I know of many online brands that pay up to $2000 per post.” 

– Essena O’Neill, Instagram celebrity, 500k followers, November 2015



exhibition checklist

“February 12, 2016”
Lily Macapinlac
iPhone photography print
36”x36”
source: Instagram

“Hey guys! 🕰 Friendly reminder for the @
danielwellington 🕰 VDAY campaign for free 
shipping/returns & gift wrapping!🕰 Use code:
LILY for 15% off danielwellington.com 🕰  
discount ends Feb29! 🕰 #danielwellington”

STEP 03:
MASS EXPOSURE
+ BRANDING
= TRANSCENDENCE



essay

LILYMAYMAC:
HOW TO BECOME INSTA-FAMOUS 

 LilyMayMac: How To Become Instafamous is a focused study of a single Australian Instagram celebrity as she 
moves from obscurity to celebrity – from 100 to 1.3 million followers in 4 years. Her rise is unprecedented, but she 
quickly adapts, adjusting her image to suit her growing fame. It is this adaptation that this exhibition explores – how 
this microcelebrity gains social media fame through her content and how social media fame subsequently changes her 
content. What makes it distinct lies in the banality of its result; her transformation is marked by her settlement in 
preconceived notions of feminine beauty and sexuality. As she transitions into – or as fame transitions her into (they 
likely share equal part) – an exemplification of gender norms, we see various trends – the importance of and the reliance 
upon the selfie, the objectification of the body, and the marketing of the self. Above all, we see how new types of fame – in 
this case, Instagram fame – are fundamentally no different from old types of fame; that despite the democratizing force 
of the selfie and social media, what is accepted and what is appraised in social media – what makes people famous – is 
precisely what is accepted and appraised in the corporeal world. More specifically, we learn that to become famous one 
must perpetuate gender norms. Together, this is framed in an exhibition of one Lily Macapinlac – satirically, as a three-

step guide to becoming famous in the 21st century. 

 Step 01 of How To Be Instafamous, or “We Don’t Want To See What You’re Seeing, We Want To See You!” looks at 
Lily’s Instagram from its birth in 2012, to the cusp of significant recognition in 2014, and the development and changes 
of use frequency and content that occur between. This is Prefame Lily, a Lily seemingly unburdened by the expectations 
or the norms of her social media environment. In these early years, her images are typical to Instagram culture and 
documentarian – filtered images of scenery, food, friends, and herself – posted infrequently and without attachment 
to the medium. What is interesting, however, is how she changes her content as her attachment to Instagram grows, 
transitioning from 2013 to 2014 from the objective to the subjective – from images of her surroundings, her life, and 
herself, to, very rapidly, only images of herself. With this comes public interest and an increase in followers; it becomes 
clear that selfies are what appeal to the various members of Instagram, likely because they most obviously display her 

physical beauty.



essay

 

 Actor James Franco, in an op-ed for the New York Times wrote on the relationship between selfies and fame, saying, 
“a well-stocked collection of selfies seems to get attention. And attention seems to be the name of the game when it 
comes to social networking. In this age of too much information at a click of a button, the power to attract viewers amid 
the sea of things to read and watch is power indeed.”1  Fundamentally, this is what famed social scientist Herbert Simon 
first referred to in 1971 as the “attention economy,” an idea that in an information-rich world, what is valued is what 
attracts attention.  In the world of Instagram, then, an aforementioned “decontextualized array of imagery,” what attracts 
attention is that which is immediately visually appealing; moreover, what attracts attention is what is immediately visually 
appealing to a wide audience.2 Naturally, this is first aesthetic beauty – value judgments that don’t require context – and 
second, culturally accepted notions of aesthetic beauty. In a way, then, what is contextually important is not the time 
and place of a photo, but rather the larger context of cultural ideals; it is this that transforms Lily’s feed into something 

beyond corporeal existence.

 What this means is as Lily moves from images of her surroundings – her context – to images of her body and face, 
we, as viewers, lose contact with an understanding of her person – we begin to see her as an object without grounding 
in a reality that we can associate with. In Step 02, or “65k, Fan Art, and Self-Objectification,” we see this develop to its 
full extent. Her content shifts entirely to selfies, and then to her body, with the occasional moment for high quality food 
and designer goods. She learns, most likely, the lessons offered by Franco – that the selfie is the most powerful tool in 
the online network when it has something to offer, exploiting it and her natural features for online approval. As a result, 
her following grows from her group of friends in 2012 to 65,000 mostly unknowns in “March 3, 2015” and to 300,000 in 
“July 9, 2015, ” transforming her from “person” to “microcelebrity.” She begins to receive fan art – symbolic of public’s 
admiration of her image – and she publishes several examples of it – inciting the possibility for more. Not only does this 
establish her as someone famous enough to be so objectified in work, but it ties her into traditional conceptions of the 
woman as muse. This, along with a sudden inclusion of images of designer goods (Versace, Hermès), frames her as a 

celebrity worth knowing and aspiring to be – as a woman of status. 

1 James Franco, “The Meanings of the Selfie,” New York Times, December 26, 2013, accessed March 3, 2016, http://www.nytimes.com/2013/12/29/arts/the-meanings-of-the-selfie.html.
2 Herbert A. Simon, “Designing Organizations for an Information-Rich World,” Computers, Communication, and the Public Interest. (1971): 8.
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 Fordham University social media researcher Alice Marwick, in “Instafame,; Luxury Selfies in the Attention Economy,” 
refers to this as “aspirational production: microcelebrities creating content that portrays them in a high-status light, 
simulating the attention given to celebrities.”3 So Lily concedes to the norms of celebrity, mimicking what they do in 
order to establish her celebrity viability in the eyes of potential followers. But she takes it a step further, using her 
celebrity to make money, which is blatant in Part 3 of How To Be Instafamous, or Step 03: “Mass Exposure + Branding 
= Transcendence,” where product placement is ubiquitous. Here she combines selfies with advertisements to such an 
extent that the two are impossible to separate; this, according to New York University social scientist Theresa Senft, is 
yet another mark of celebrity: “[stars] accumulate capital because they have managed to turn themselves from citizens 

to corporations, vis-à-vis the proprietary organization of the attention of others.”4

 What is notable here is connection between her body and her celebrity; it seems, through the careful and frequent 
publication of selfies and the subsequent objectification of the self, she has managed to accumulate both followers and 
wealth. And it is not merely the selfies that do the trick – she modifies her image and her persona in ways to optimize 
followership and fandom. A cursory glance through the items on display in the exhibit reveals that she shifts from poorly 
filtered and semi-androgynous images in Step 01, to higher quality, impassive, seductive glances in Step 02, to images 
of her cleavage, hips, and herself laying on a bed in Step 03. While these may simply represent her, they also represent a 
gradual movement towards a realm of heightened feminine sexuality. They are, above all, a checklist of sorts of Western 
ideals of feminine beauty – there’s the delicacy (of the hand and jewelry), the parting of the lips, the slenderness, the 
exposure of the neck and shoulder, and the general exposure of the skin. It’s almost – and a portion of this is conjecture, 
and none of this is intended to vilify or debase – as if she projects the male gaze onto herself, emphasizing her marketability 

– and thus her fame – through sexual marketability. 

3 Alice E. Marwick, “Instafame: Luxury Selfies in the Attention Economy,” Public Culture. 27, no. 1 (2015): 156.
 4  Theresa M. Senft, “Microcelebrity and the Branded Self,” Blackwell Companion to New Media Dynamics. (2012): 5.
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 Why this is so can only be speculated. Perhaps the image she is moving toward is the ideal image of herself. Perhaps 
the unprecedented arrival of fame has led her to believe in following the norms of the already famous to solidify and 
aggrandize her existing fame. Perhaps she sees her new fame as a unique opportunity to expand and financially profit, 
using it to make herself more marketable and wealthier. In any case, what is true is that Lily’s growth in fame has 
coincided with a return to preconceived gender norms. And so, for the time being, if we ask: “how does one become 
Instafamous?” the answer would be: “Through a series of selfies, first, appeal to gender norms, and second, appeal to 
celebrity norms!” But fame, and particularly Instafame, offers so much potential in empowering the unprivileged – 
and so for these purposes, perhaps, there can another means of achieving fame, one that exists beyond existing norms. 
Perhaps the answer to “how does one become Instafamous?” is not to follow the paths of Lily or those like her, but rather 
to simply become conscious of them – and through awareness, defy them – because by becoming conscious of the norms 
that idealize and perpetuate one idea of celebrity, perhaps, as a society, we can make it so that someday, we can each 

become Instafamous, on our own terms.



essay
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memo

MEMO

A lot of my trouble came in deciding on a topic for the exhibition. There are so many various 
concepts related to the selfie and to social media that I find so immensely interesting that 
I couldn’t easily narrow what I wanted to talk about. Even now, I find it difficult - gender 
norms, with some bits about norms of celebrity, are the focus of my exhibition and essay at 
present and trying to write about them in terms of the exhibition in 3-4 pages was no easy 
task (sidebar: it may be confusing that my essay is formatted on these sheets. it is, in fact, on 
a normally formatted 8.5 x 11, 1x1x1x1 margined, Times New Roman, 12 pt, double spaced 

paper, 5 full pages. I will attach it to my online upload)

I decided upon this one subject, Lily, for this particular topic, because I have quite a bit of 
experience with Instagram as a medium, seeing how different microcelebrities have risen 
and doing some freelance analysis as to why they are what they are. What struck me most 
about her is the way she changes, and I wanted to examine how in a medium based in visual 
content, how that visual content transforms to better suit the people consuming it. It’s almost 
algorithmic - like Facebook and Twitter’s tailored feeds - Lily tries to let you see more of what 
you want by changing her persona to be more sexualized. Everyone benefits, in a way, in the 

short term.

I think focusing it on her was successful, because it narrowed my subject area, if not a bit 
creepy at times when composing this exhibition. I think, if I were to do this again, or if I were 

to modify it, I’d ask for her permission first.


